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When a second target stimulus (T2), is presented be-
fore the processing of a first target (T1) has been com-
pleted, interference is often observed. In the attentional
blink (AB) paradigm, both targets are masked, and an un-
speeded response to each target is required. When the
targets are presented within approximately half a second
of each other, report accuracy for T2 is particularly poor
(Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987; Raymond, Shapiro, &
Arnell, 1992). In contrast, T2 report is not impaired
when T2 is presented more than half a second after T1,
or when T1 is unattended (Raymond et al., 1992). Al-
most all theoretical models of the AB suggest that T2
performance suffers while limited-capacity attentional
resources are occupied with the processing of T1. How-
ever, models differ as to whether the required, but lim-
ited, attentional processes are thought to be modality
specific or modality independent. For example, modality-
specific theories have suggested that processing limita-
tions underlying the AB reside in modality-specific stores
(Duncan, Martens, & Ward, 1997; Soto-Faraco & Spence,

2002) or are uniquely visual in nature (Potter, Chun, Banks,
& Muckenhoupt, 1998). However, modality-independent
theories have suggested limits on stimulus consolidation
in amodal working memory stores (e.g., Arnell & Jolicœur,
1999; Arnell & Larson, 2002; Jolicœur, 1998, 1999;
Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua, 1998).

Several findings are consistent with a later, postper-
ceptual locus of the effect but do not necessitate a central
(amodal) processing limitation. For example, behavioral
(Shapiro, Driver, Ward, & Sorensen, 1997) and electro-
physiological (Vogel, Luck, & Shapiro, 1998) studies have
demonstrated that T2 is semantically activated even when
it cannot be reported accurately during the AB. Second,
ABs have been observed when T1 was unmasked and re-
quired a speeded response (as in the psychological refrac-
tory period [PRP] paradigm), even when the two targets
were presented in different stimulus modalities (Arnell &
Duncan, 2002; Jolicœur, 1998, 1999). Under these con-
ditions, the size of the AB also varies with the response
selection requirements of T1 (Arnell & Duncan, 2002;
Jolicœur, 1998, 1999), suggesting that the processing
limitation underlying the AB may interact with response
selection requirements.

Findings suggesting that the AB can be observed when
the two critical targets are presented outside of the visual
modality, and/or when T1 and T2 are presented in differ-
ent stimulus modalities (e.g., Arnell & Jolicœur, 1999;
Arnell & Larson, 2002; Duncan et al., 1997; Hillstrom,
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When two masked targets (T1 and T2) require attention and are presented within half a second of
each other, the report accuracy for T2 is reduced, relative to when the two targets are presented far-
ther apart in time. This effect is known as the attentional blink (AB). Potter, Chun, Banks, and Muck-
enhoupt (1998) argued that all AB-like effects observed when at least one of the targets was presented
outside of the visual modality did not represent true instances of the AB, but instead were artifacts of
task-set switching. However, in the Potter et al. experiments the presence or absence of task-set switch-
ing opportunities was confounded with the T2 task, as well as the alphanumeric class of T2 with respect
to the distractors. In the present experiment, we examine the influence of T1 alphanumeric class, T2
alphanumeric class, and switching operations in a fully crossed design that unconfounds these factors.
In contrast to the conclusions of Potter et al., the present results suggest that the T2 alphanumeric class
can account for the pattern of ABs observed across conditions, without necessarily implicating a sep-
arate switch cost. The implications for theoretical models of the AB and the debate over the validity of
cross-modal ABs are discussed.
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Shapiro, & Spence, 2002; Shulman & Hsieh, 1995;
Soto-Faraco et al., 2002) seemingly provide compelling
evidence that amodal processing limitations underlie the
AB. However, these experiments have produced a pat-
tern of mixed results and have not provided the convinc-
ing evidence needed for a central processing limitation
on stimulus consolidation. When both targets were pre-
sented auditorily, many studies have observed reliable
auditory ABs (Arnell & Jolicœur, 1999; Arnell & Larson,
2002; Arnell, Trangsrud, Jones, & Larson, 2004; Duncan
et al., 1997; Mondor, 1998; Shulman & Hsieh, 1995; Soto-
Faraco & Spence, 2002). An AB has also been observed
when both of the targets were tactile in nature (Hillstrom
et al., 2002). However, Potter et al. (1998) reported no
auditory AB unless the T1 and T2 required different tasks.
Cross-modal ABs have been reported in several studies
in which the two targets have been presented in different
stimulus modalities (Arnell, Helion, Hurdelbrink, &
Pasieka, 2004; Arnell & Jolicœur, 1999; Arnell & Larson,
2002; Shulman & Hsieh, 1995, for auditory–visual target
combinations; and Soto-Faraco et al., 2002, for visual–
tactile target combinations), but have been absent in
other prominent works (Duncan et al., 1997; Potter et al.,
1998; Soto-Faraco & Spence, 2002). For example, al-
though Duncan et al. (1997) observed reliable ABs in
their within-modality visual condition and within-
modality auditory condition, no AB was observed in the
auditory–visual cross-modal condition, prompting the
authors to suggest that the AB reflects limitations on
stimulus encoding in within-modality stores.

Potter et al. (1998) observed cross-modal ABs only in
situations where T1 and T2 required different tasks. In
light of these findings, Potter et al. suggested that the au-
ditory and cross-modal ABs observed in all previous
studies were not actually instances of the AB, but instead
resulted from the time it took to switch task-set from T1
to T2. In many of the above auditory and cross-modal
AB experiments, participants were asked to perform one
task for T1 and another task for T2. For example, in the
Arnell and Jolicœur (1999) experiments, participants in
the visual T1–auditory T2 condition were asked to re-
port the identity of the lone digit (T1) and report whether
a letter X was present or absent among the subsequent
letter fillers. Under these conditions, participants could
have begun each trial looking for the digit and then started
to listen for the X only after the digit had been detected.
As discussed by Potter et al., such a strategy would pro-
duce a switch in task-set between T1 and T2. Reconfig-
uring one’s task-set takes time, and during this period of
reconfiguration immediately after T1, one may be in-
creasingly likely to miss T2. Indeed, researchers (e.g.,
Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Rogers & Monsell, 1995)
have found substantial task-set reconfiguration costs
outside the AB paradigm, with predictable task switches
such as those in Arnell and Jolicœur. Therefore, if task-
set reconfiguration takes approximately 500 msec, such
switching could produce a pattern of results that resem-
bles the AB.

Discussion of task-set switching has also focused on
the issue of �1 sparing. The term �1 sparing refers to a
pattern where T2 accuracy is higher when T2 comes im-
mediately after T1, than when T2 comes one or two items
later (see Visser, Bischof, & Di Lollo, 1999, for a review
of �1 sparing). Although for many ABs, T2 accuracy is
lowest at the shortest T1–T2 intervals, it is also common
for the AB pattern to show �1 sparing. The presence of
an AB with �1 sparing in a given experiment provides
evidence against switching explanations for the results,
since the detrimental effects of switching should be max-
imal at the shortest intervals. Furthermore, Potter et al.
(1998) argued that the absence of �1 sparing could be
taken as evidence that switching effects were operating
instead of, or in addition to, the AB. Thus, the absence
of �1 sparing in the results of Arnell and Jolicœur (1999)
suggested to Potter et al. that auditory and cross-modal
AB effects were simply artifacts of task-set switching.

Soto-Faraco and Spence (2002) suggested that in addi-
tion to task-set switching, spatial location switching from
T1 to T2 was also a possible reason for the cross-modal
AB patterns. In all of the auditory and cross-modal AB
studies discussed above (with the exception of Soto-
Faraco & Spence, 2002) auditory and visual stimuli ap-
peared to come from different spatial locations (auditory
stimuli presented over headphones or from a different
speaker location, visual stimuli presented on a computer
screen). It takes time to move attention from one location
to another location (e.g., Posner, 1980). If a switch from
the T1 location to the likely location of T2 was initiated
immediately after T1, and T2 could not be successfully
identified during the location switch, such switching
could produce a pattern of results that resembles the AB.
Using a design where visual and auditory targets were
presented in the same spatial location and task-set switch-
ing was removed, Soto-Faraco and Spence observed re-
liable unimodal ABs for visual and auditory targets, but
no cross-modal AB. In fact, T2 accuracy improved at
short T1–T2 separations in one of the cross-modal condi-
tions, leading the authors to suggest that previous cross-
modal ABs were artifacts of task-set and/or spatial loca-
tion switching from T1 to T2.

Despite the plausibility of switching arguments, sev-
eral pieces of evidence suggest that the presence or ab-
sence of switching cannot account for the constellation
of auditory and cross-modal AB findings. For example,
Arnell, Trangsrud, et al. (2004, Experiment 5) observed an
auditory and a cross-modal AB when the T1 and T2 tasks
were the same, and when T1 and T2 identities were inde-
pendent. Soto-Faraco and Spence (2002) also observed
an auditory AB when T1 and T2 shared the same task
and T2 identity was independent of T1 identity. Arnell
and Larson (2002) observed reliable auditory and cross-
modal ABs (auditory T1–visual T2, with �1 sparing)
when using a design in which target identity and modal-
ity were completely random, target to target. Under these
conditions, participants could not prepare to do one task
and then reconfigure their attentional set to another task.
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Thus, these results provide evidence that top-down task-
set reconfiguration is not necessary to produce auditory
and cross-modal AB patterns. Moreover, null cross-modal
AB effects have been reported even under experimental
conditions that promoted task and location switching
(Arnell & Larson, 2002; Duncan et al., 1997; Shulman &
Hsieh, 1995). For example, Arnell and Larson (2002) and
Shulman and Hsieh (1995) observed no AB when T1 was
visual and T2 was auditory, even though T1 and T2 were
presented in different locations and required different
tasks. Duncan et al. (1997) observed no cross-modal ABs
despite the fact that the target locations differed, and tar-
get identities were not independent. Potter et al. (1998)
observed no cross-modal ABs even though their auditory
and visual targets were presented in different locations.
These results provide evidence that the presence of task-
set reconfiguration or location switching is not sufficient
to find auditory and cross-modal AB patterns. Therefore,
although switching operations can modulate the pattern
of AB effects, their apparent presence appears neither
necessary nor sufficient to produce AB-like patterns.

Furthermore, the studies with null cross-modal effects
and those stressing the importance of switching raise
some important questions. For example, the presentation
conditions varied widely for the within-modality and
cross-modality conditions of Duncan et al. (1997), mak-
ing it difficult to know whether the null cross-modal ef-
fects resulted from these presentation differences or
from the nature of the AB. Indeed, recent results from
Arnell, Trangsrud, et al. (2004) suggest that the pattern
of results in Duncan et al. may be attributable to these
presentation differences across modalities. Soto-Faraco
and Spence (2002), who observed no cross-modal ABs
under conditions where there was no task or location
switching, had no control condition to test whether
cross-modal ABs could be observed under similar con-
ditions when task and location switching were present.
Without such a control experiment, it is impossible to
know whether the null cross-modal ABs would have still
been observed with similar stimuli and tasks in the pres-
ence of task and location switching.

The study by Potter et al. (1998) has received particu-
lar attention because it contains an experiment where
ABs are found for all four auditory–visual target combi-
nations under conditions that promote task-set switching,
as well as experiments where no auditory or cross-modal
ABs are observed under conditions where no task-set
switching is required. As such, it seemed reasonable to
attribute the AB-like effects to the presence of task-set
switching. However, the presence or absence of task-set
switching in these experiments was confounded with the
nature of the T2 stimulus. In Experiments 1–5 of Potter
et al., the visual and auditory distractors that made up
the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) and rapid au-
ditory presentation (RAP) streams were digits. In Ex-
periments 1, 2, 3, and 5, both T1 and T2 were letters, and
the task was to identify the letter target(s). Experiment 6
contained a purely auditory condition where the distrac-
tors were letters and both T1 and T2 were digits, and the

task was to identify the digits. Thus, in each of these ex-
periments T1 and T2 were from the same alphanumeric
class as each other (i.e., both digits or both letters) and
were presented among distractors of a different alphanu-
meric class (letters or digits). As discussed by Potter
et al., such conditions should discourage task-set switch-
ing. In these experiments, Potter et al. observed no ro-
bust auditory or cross-modal ABs, despite the presence
of robust visual ABs.

However, in Experiment 4 of Potter et al. (1998), T1
was a digit, T2 was the letter x, and the distractors were
letters. Participants were instructed to identify the lone
digit and to report whether a subsequent x was present or
absent. This was the same task combination used by Ar-
nell and Jolicœur (1999), and as discussed by Potter
et al., such a combination promotes the use of task-set
switching. Potter et al. observed reliable ABs in all four
auditory–visual modality combinations in Experiment 4.
Because Experiment 4 was the only experiment that pro-
moted task-set switching and was also the only experi-
ment to produce auditory and cross-modal AB patterns,
Potter et al. concluded that the AB-like patterns were not
instances of the AB, but were instead artifacts of task-set
switching. However, Experiment 4 of the Potter et al.
study was also the only experiment where T2 was from
the same alphanumeric class as the distractors (an X
among other letters). Experiment 4 was also the only ex-
periment where T2 required a present /absent decision to
a fully specified T2 (i.e., “Detect the X”). All other ex-
periments required the identification of T2 that was part
of a target set (i.e., “What digit was T2?”).

The featural and/or categorical similarity of targets
and distractors has been shown to modulate the size of
the AB when stimuli are presented in the visual modal-
ity. Chun and Potter (1995) observed a larger AB when
digits followed T1 and T2 letters than when keyboard
symbols followed T1 and T2 letters and concluded that
the distractor set influenced the threshold criterion for
detecting a target and initiating its consolidation. Isaak,
Shapiro, and Martin (1999) also found that distractors
conceptually similar to T2 were more likely to be con-
fused with T2, and produced a larger AB. Maki, Couture,
Frigen, and Lien (1997) observed attenuated ABs for
word targets presented among consonant strings or false-
font distractors, relative to word and nonword distrac-
tors. Raymond, Shapiro, and Arnell (1995) observed a
larger AB when the item trailing a T1 letter was also a
letter compared with when it was a dot pattern of similar
spatial frequency. Thus, it is unclear whether the audi-
tory and cross-modal ABs in Experiment 4 of Potter
et al. (1998) resulted from task-set switching as they
claim, or because T2 was to be detected from the same
category as the distractors. Their results cannot distin-
guish between these possibilities, given that the occur-
rence of each is perfectly confounded.

The Present Experiment
An important part of understanding the AB is deter-

mining whether central, modality-independent process-
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ing limitations contribute to the AB, and if so, what con-
ditions modulate their influence. Currently, it is unclear
whether or not the categorical similarity of targets to the
distractors can moderate cross-modal and auditory AB re-
sults, and whether an effect of T2 similarity could account
for the findings of Potter et al. (1998). In the present ex-
periment, we sought to determine whether the alphanu-
meric category of T1 and T2, with respect to the distrac-
tors, could account for the pattern of results observed by
Potter et al. In our experiment, participants were asked to
identify T1 and T2 on each trial. The distractors were al-
ways letters, and T1 could be a letter or a digit, as could
T2. Each of the four combinations of letter/digit (LL, DD,
DL, LD) was presented in each of four modality combi-
nations (VV, AA, AV, VA)1 so that the effects of letter/digit
combination could be examined overall, as well as sepa-
rately for each of the modality combinations.

When T2 was a letter, it was from the same alphanu-
meric class of the distractors, and when T2 was a digit,
it was from a different alphanumeric class than the dis-
tractors. If the AB is more robust when T2 is from the
same alphanumeric class as the distractors, and T2 class
is responsible for the pattern of results in Potter et al.
(1998), the AB should be more likely to be observed
when T2 is a letter (LL and DL conditions), compared
with when T2 is a digit (DD and LD conditions). The 2
� 2 nature of the design not only allows us to look at the
unconfounded effects of T2 class, but also the uncon-
founded effects of T1 class (LL and LD vs. DD and DL)
and the unconfounded effects of whether T1 and T2 are
from the same class (LL, DD) or from a different class
(LD, DL). Target modality (visual or auditory), alphanu-
meric class (letter or digit), and identity varied randomly
and independently target to target. At the start of each
trial, the participants did not know the class, modality, or
identity of T1 or T2. Even after the presentation of T1,
they had gained no information as to the class, modality,
or identity of T2.

There are two possible types of switch costs at work in
the AB paradigm. If participants know in advance of a
trial that they will do one task for T1 and a different task
for T2, they may purposely engage in a top-down switch-
ing strategy to tune their attention for the first task only,
and then reconfigure their task-set for the T2 task after
T1 has been presented. The conditions of the present ex-
periment should discourage such preparatory task-set
switching, given that the participant cannot usefully pre-
pare for the modality or class of any target. However, al-
though the present design discourages preparatory task
switching, it is always possible that at least some partic-
ipants would engage in this strategy anyway by simply
deciding to guess on each trial, or keeping a constant
switching strategy that would pay off on a minority of
trials. Second, even if the participant does not prepare to
switch tasks, modality and/or class readiness for T2 may
be influenced by the nature of T1—that is, bottom-up
switching in which the participants do not purposefully
change their task-set from T1 to T2, but the system be-

comes biased in a bottom-up manner toward the class
and/or modality of T1, such that doing the same task
again becomes momentarily easier than the switching of
mental processing needed to perform a different task.
For example, having just seen a digit target, one may be
better able to process another visual digit for a short pe-
riod of time, and this may come at the expense of audi-
tory targets and/or letter targets that follow soon after.
Thus, although the design of the present study discour-
ages preparatory task-set switching, stimulus-driven
switch costs are still possible. If any form of task switch-
ing is present in the experiment, switch costs can be ob-
served by comparing T2 performance when T1 and T2
are from different classes (DL, LD) with T2 performance
when T1 and T2 are from the same class (LL, DD), and
by comparing T2 performance in the within-modality
conditions (VV, AA) with T2 performance in the cross-
modality conditions (AV, VA).

Given that preparatory switching is minimized here, the
present experiment has less potential for switch costs than
Potter et al.’s (1998). Experiment 4 where both prepara-
tory and stimulus-driven switch costs were possible.
However, if any switch costs are present here, larger ABs
should be found for the DL and LD conditions compared
with those observed in LL and DD conditions. Therefore,
switching theories (Potter et al., 1998) would predict
pseudo-AB patterns in all modality combinations (the
result of switch costs) for DL and LD conditions, but no
AB patterns for LL and DD conditions outside the visual
modality (i.e., no AB-like patterns in any of the auditory
and cross-modal conditions if no switch costs are present
with this design). Location switching theories predict AB
patterns in VA and AV conditions for all letter/digit
combinations (because all letter/digit combinations re-
quire the same switch in location from T1 to T2) with
cross-modal targets. However, we predict that LL and DL
conditions will have larger ABs than DD and LD condi-
tions in all modality combinations because T2 will be from
the same alphanumeric class as the distractors when it is a
letter, but from a different class when it is a distractor.

METHOD

Participants
The participants included 40 male (n � 10) and female (n � 30)

North Dakota State University undergraduate students ranging in
age from 18 to 29 years, with a mean age of 23.2 years. They par-
ticipated individually in a single session lasting approximately
1.5 h. The participants received credit toward a psychology course
in exchange for their time. All participants reported normal (or
corrected-to-normal) visual acuity and normal hearing.

Design
The design of the experiment was a 2 (T1 modality) � 2 (T2

modality) � 2 (T1 class) � 2 (T2 class) � 4 (T1–T2 interval) factor-
ial. Each target was presented either visually or auditorily, creating
four modality combinations (VV, AA, AV, VA). Each target could
be either a letter or a digit, creating four letter/digit combinations
(LL, DD, DL, LD). The onsets of the two targets were separated by
80, 160, 400, or 560 msec. Each of the variable levels varied randomly
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within participants with the constraint that each possible combina-
tion of the factors occurred once every 64 trials. The modality and
class of one target were random and independent of the other target
within a trial, and across trials. Thus, the participants never knew
the modality combination or letter/digit combination for the up-
coming trial, nor could they know this for the second target once the
first target had been presented. Each participant performed 768 tri-
als in a single session with a break after the first 512 trials.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was controlled and timed with PsyScope soft-

ware (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) and a Power
Macintosh G3 computer, with a 17-in. Macintosh color monitor.
The participants initiated trials and made responses using the key-
board. Auditory stimuli were presented through Sony MDR-V100
headphones connected to the computer via Harman Kardon HK195
speakers.2 No sounds were presented directly through the computer
speaker or the external speakers.

Visual distractor stimuli included all of the letters of the alpha-
bet, with the exception of the letters J, W, and X. The letters J and
X were used as the letter targets. The numbers 2 and 4 served as the
digit targets. There were no digit distractors. All visual stimuli were
capitalized and presented in 24-point Geneva font. At this size, the
letters subtended approximately 1.0º of visual angle in height and
width at an unfixed binocular viewing distance of approximately
40 cm. Visual stimuli were presented in black with RSVP, where
each stimulus is presented one at a time in the same spatial location.
Each visual stimulus was presented in the center of a uniform gray
screen for 13 msec, followed by a 67-msec blank interstimulus in-
terval (ISI) during which only the gray background was visible.

The auditory distractor stimuli included all of the letters of the
alphabet with the exception of the letters J, W, and X. As with the
visual stimuli, the letters J and X were the auditory letter targets.
The numbers 2 and 4 also served as the auditory digit targets. As
with the visual stream, there were no auditory digit distractors. The
auditory stimuli were recordings of spoken letters and digits pre-
sented in compressed speech. The auditory recordings were the
same as those used by Arnell and Jolicœur (1999), except that the
duration of each letter recording was further compressed from
90 msec to 80 msec in the present study. The shorter stimuli were
also those used by Arnell and Larson (2002). To create the initial
stimuli, digit vocal recordings of a male voice were collected with
an Apple microphone and a Power Macintosh AV computer. Record-
ings were done with 16 bits of resolution for amplitude at a sam-
pling rate of 47 kHz with the aid of SoundEdit 16 software. In the
present experiment, auditory stimuli were presented one at a time
in RAP streams. Each auditory stimulus was presented to the right
ear for 80 msec, with no blank ISI. All auditory stimuli were pre-
sented using 16 bits of amplitude resolution during the experiment.

Pilot testing indicated that it was too difficult for the participants
to monitor concurrent visual and auditory streams for the four tar-
gets unless the targets were distinguished from the distractors in
some manner. We wanted to choose cues that were coincident with
the targets but that were not actually features of the targets. We
chose to distinguish the visual targets from the distractors by adding
a “*” symbol just above each visual letter and digit target (less than
.50º of the top of the target). The onset and offset of the symbol
were coincident with those of the visual target. No symbol appeared
with the visual distractors. We chose to distinguish the auditory tar-
gets from the distractors by presenting a 530-Hz tone to the left ear
for 50 msec with each auditory letter and digit target. The onset of
the tone was coincident with the onset of the target letter. No tone
was presented with the auditory distractors, or at any other point
during the experiment.

Procedure
The participants were familiarized with the auditory targets (J, X,

2, 4) before beginning any trials. Approximately 12 practice trials

preceded the experimental trials. The participants performed prac-
tice trials until they demonstrated to the experimenter that they
could identify one visual target and one auditory target successfully
in isolation.

The participants initiated each trial by pressing the keyboard
spacebar. Each trial began with the presentation of a black fixation
cross in the center of the screen for 500 msec, followed by a 500-msec
blank interval before the start of the RSVP and RAP streams. The
visual and auditory streams began at the same time, ran concur-
rently, and had the same number of stimuli. The stimulus asset
asynchrony (SOA) of 80 msec for stimuli in both the visual and au-
ditory streams produced a presentation rate of just over 12 let-
ters/sec. Auditory and visual distractor letters were chosen ran-
domly and independently by the computer with the constraints that
distractors could not be from the target set (2, 4, J, X), and no let-
ter could be presented twice in the same modality within a trial.
When a target was presented in one modality, a random distractor
was presented in the other modality. The independence across
modality streams did not allow the participants to use the stimuli in
one modality to assist them with their response to stimuli in the
other modality. Two targets were presented on each trial. Whether
the letter target was a J or an X, was chosen randomly by the com-
puter, as was whether the number target was a 2 or a 4. The T1 and
T2 identities were independent such that the identity of T1 in no
way constrained the identity of T2. Eleven letters were presented in
each modality before T1. T2 was presented one, two, five, or seven
items after T1. Twenty-one auditory stimuli and 21 visual stimuli
were presented on each trial.

Participants were informed that the modality and class (letter,
digit) of the targets would be random on all trials, and therefore they
should monitor both streams for any of the four possible targets at
all times. They were asked to identify both targets on each trial.
They were told that the “*” symbol would be presented just above
the visual targets, and that an auditory tone would be presented con-
currently with the auditory target. The participants were asked to
identify both targets on each trial, guessing if necessary. They were
told that the targets would always be from the set (2, 4, J, X) and that
only these responses would be allowed. They were also informed
that the same target could be presented twice on each trial (e.g., two
Js). Immediately after each pair of streams, but without speed pres-
sure, the participants were prompted by a sentence on the computer
screen to press the key matching the identity of the first target. After
entering a response, they were then prompted by another sentence
on the screen to press the key matching the identity of the second
target. Accuracy was stressed, and participants were aware that their
response times were not being recorded.

RESULTS

T2 Accuracy
Figure 1 shows the mean T2 accuracy (% correct) as a

function of modality combination, letter/digit combina-
tion, and T1–T2 interval. Figure 2 shows the same mean
T2 accuracy as a function of letter/digit combination and
T1–T2 interval, collapsed across target modality. T2 ac-
curacy was calculated regardless of T1 accuracy. Given
the difficult nature of the tasks, and the fact that there
were a very large number of conditions (64), most par-
ticipants had one or two conditions with very low T1 ac-
curacy (the exact conditions varied across participants).
Thus, unconditional T2 performance is presented here
because the means for each participant are more precise
than when T2 accuracy is conditionalized upon T1 being
correct. However, all key aspects of the data are also ob-
served when T2 accuracy was conditionalized on correct
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T1 report, and any discrepancies in the results with the
two procedures are noted below.

All trials where T1 and T2 had the same identity (e.g.,
both 2), regardless of modality combination, were re-
moved prior to the analysis to eliminate the potential for
repetition blindness effects (e.g., Kanwisher, 1987; Miller
& MacKay, 1994). Responses were scored as correct
even if they were entered in the order opposite to their
presentation (i.e., T2 response followed by T1 response)
so that possible order confusions at short T1–T2 inter-
vals would not appear to be possible ABs.

As suggested by Figure 1, all letter/digit combinations
in the VV modality condition produced a reliable AB,
with the DL condition producing the numerically largest
AB. However, both the auditory and cross-modal condi-
tions showed no AB pattern when T2 was a digit, despite
the presence of reliable ABs in these modality conditions
when T2 was a letter. Figure 2 shows that across the

modality conditions, the largest AB was produced by the
DL condition, and that no AB was observed when T2
was a digit (DD or LD conditions). Below, the results are
analyzed separately for each modality condition and
overall. For all tests, significance was evaluated with an
alpha level of .05.

T2 analyses for each modality condition. Repeated
measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed
on T2 accuracy rates for each modality combination
(VV, AA, AV, VA) to examine the effects of T1 class, T2
class, and T1–T2 interval for the modality conditions
separately. This allowed an examination of the possible
impact of T1 and T2 class on T2 accuracy across the
T1–T2 intervals for each of the modality conditions.
When both targets were visual (VV, Figure 1A)3 the analy-
sis showed a main effect of T2 class [F(1,39) � 13.97,
MSe � 1,509.75 p � .001], a main effect of T1–T2 inter-
val [F(3,117) � 12.08, MSe � 636.58, p � .001], and a sig-

Figure 1. The group mean percentage of correct T2 responses as a function of target class, target modality, and T1–T2 in-
terval. Panel A contains means obtained when both targets were presented visually. Panel B contains means obtained when both
targets were presented auditorily. Panel C contains means obtained when T1 was presented auditorily and T2 was presented
visually. Panel D contains means obtained when T1 was presented visually and T2 was presented auditorily. Error bars repre-
sent the standard error for each cell mean.
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nificant T2 class � T1–T2 interval interaction [F(3,117) �
3.01, MSe � 351.23, p � .05]. T2 accuracy was lower
overall when T2 was a letter, and T2 accuracy deficits at
short T1–T2 intervals were more pronounced for letter
T2s. There was no main effect of T1 class [F(1,39) �
1.76, MSe � 375.04, p � .19], nor did T1 class enter into
a three-way interaction with T2 class and T1–T2 interval
(F � 1). However, the T1 class � T1–T2 interval inter-
action was significant [F(3,117) � 5.04, MSe � 251.73,
p � .01], with T1–T2 interval having more effect when
T1 was a digit than when T1 was a letter. The T1 class �
T2 class interaction was also significant [F(1,39) � 9.66,
MSe � 357.47, p � .01], with T2 class having a stronger
effect on T2 accuracy when T1 was a digit. Planned one-
way ANOVAs performed separately for each letter/digit
combination showed a reliable effect of T1–T2 interval
for all four of the letter/digit combinations (all ps � .05),
with all combinations showing an AB-like pattern. Nu-
merically, all letter/digit combinations also produced
a �1 sparing pattern, with the exception of the DL con-
dition, although the �1 sparing was not observed in the
LL condition when T2 accuracy was conditionalized on
T1 accuracy.

When both targets were auditory (AA, Figure 1B), the
analysis showed a main effect of T2 class [F(1,39) �
53.30, MSe � 1,031.06, p � .001], a main effect of T1–T2
interval [F(3,117) � 13.94, MSe � 174.06, p � .001], and
a significant T2 class � T1–T2 interval interaction
[F(3,117) � 11.52, MSe � 166.20, p � .001]. T2 accu-
racy was lower overall when T2 was a letter, and a larger
effect of T1–T2 interval was observed when T2 was a let-
ter than when T2 was a digit. There was no main effect of
T1 class (F � 1) and no interaction between T1 class and

T2 class (F � 1). The T1 class � T1–T2 interval inter-
action was not quite significant [F(3,117) � 2.13, MSe �
158.39, p � .09]. The three-way interaction with T1 class,
T2 class, and T1–T2 interval was significant [F(3,117) �
2.97, MSe � 117.71, p � .05], resulting in part from the
particularly large effect of T1–T2 interval in the DL con-
dition, and absent T1–T2 interval effects in the DD and
LD conditions. Planned one-way ANOVAs performed
separately on each letter/digit combination showed a re-
liable effect of T1–T2 interval for the LL ( p � .01) and
DL ( p � .001) combinations, both of which showed an
AB pattern (with no �1 sparing), but not for the DD ( p �
.83) and LD ( p � .47) combinations where T2 accuracy
did not vary across the T1–T2 interval.

When T1 was auditory and T2 was visual (AV, Fig-
ure 1C), a significant main effect of T2 class was ob-
served [F(1,39) � 47.23, MSe � 614.08, p � .001], where
T2 accuracy was lower overall when T2 was a letter.
There was a main effect of T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) �
5.23, MSe � 200.79, p � .01], but T2 accuracy was higher
at shorter intervals, which is the opposite of the typical
AB pattern. The T2 class � T1–T2 interval interaction
was not significant [F(3,117) � 1.67, MSe � 213.94, p�
.17]. There was a marginally significant main effect of
T1 class [F(1,39) � 3.23, MSe � 466.92, p � .10], where
T2 accuracy was lower when T1 was a letter than when
T1 was a digit. T1 class did not interact with T1–T2 in-
terval [F(3,117) � 1.76, MSe � 187.56, p � .15], nor
with T2 class (F � 1). The three-way T1 class � T2
class � T1–T2 interval interaction was not quite signif-
icant [F(3,117) � 2.23, MSe � 202.71, p � .05]. Planned
one-way ANOVAs performed on each letter/digit com-
bination showed a reliable improvement in T2 accuracy at

Figure 2. The group mean percentage of correct T2 responses, col-
lapsed across modality conditions, as a function of target class and T1–T2
interval. Error bars represent the standard error for each cell mean.
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short T1–T2 intervals for the DD ( p � .05) and LD ( p �
.001) conditions. The accuracy improvement at short
SOAs was not reliable in the LL condition ( p � .24).
Only in the DL condition was a reliable AB-like pattern
with �1 sparing observed ( p � .05).

When T1 was visual and T2 was auditory (VA, Fig-
ure 1D), the analysis revealed a significant main effect of
T2 class [F(1,39) � 52.50, MSe � 747.04, p � .001],
where T2 accuracy was lower overall when T2 was a let-
ter than when T2 was a digit. There was a significant ef-
fect of T1–T2 interval overall [F(3,117) � 4.04, MSe �
209.85, p � .01], where T2 accuracy was lower at shorter
T1–T2 intervals. T2 class interacted with T1–T2 interval
[F(3,117) � 3.65, MSe � 210.19, p � .05], due to the
larger effect of T1–T2 interval for T2 letters than for T2
digits. There was no main effect of T1 class [F(1,39) �
1.71, MSe � 225.28, p � .19], nor did T1 class interact
with T1–T2 interval (F � 1), or enter into a three-way
interaction with T2 class and T1–T2 interval (F � 1).
However, the T1 class � T2 class interaction was mar-
ginally significant [F(1,39) � 3.52, MSe � 199.08, p �
.10], with T2 class having a stronger effect on T2 accu-
racy when T1 was a letter. Planned one-way ANOVAs
were performed on each letter/digit combination and
showed a reliable effect of T1–T2 interval in the DL con-
dition ( p � .01), and a marginally significant effect in
the LL condition ( p � .10), where T2 accuracy was lower
at shorter T1–T2 intervals. However, no reliable effect
of T1–T2 interval was found for the DD and LD combi-
nations ( p � .35, and p � .41, respectively).

AB magnitude across the modality conditions. Ad-
ditional analyses were performed, allowing a compari-
son of the AB size as a function of T1 and T2, class and
modality. For each participant, the magnitude of the AB
was calculated for each target class and modality com-
bination. The AB size was estimated as the difference
between T2 accuracy at the longest T1–T2 interval and
at the interval where T2 accuracy was the most extreme,
relative to the longest interval. For example, if an AB
with �1 sparing was observed for a given condition, the
AB size was calculated as the difference in T2 accuracy
at lag 7 and lag 2. With this difference measure, the AB
size is not underestimated in conditions where there
is �1 sparing relative to conditions where there is no �1
sparing.4

The resulting AB magnitude was then used as the de-
pendent variable in a repeated measures ANOVA with
T1 modality, T2 modality, T1 class, and T2 class as fac-
tors. The analysis produced a highly significant main ef-
fect of T2 class [F(1,39) � 33.25, MSe � 413.18, p �
.001], where the AB was larger when T2 was a letter than
when T2 was a digit. There was also a significant main
effect of T1 class [F(1,39) � 6.12, MSe � 455.17, p �
.05], where the AB was larger when T1 was a digit than
when T1 was a letter (however, this effect was not sig-
nificant when T2 accuracy was made conditional upon
getting T1 correct). In addition, there was a significant
T1 class � T2 class interaction [F(1,39) � 11.65, MSe �

320.57, p � .01], where T1 class had a significant effect
( p � .01) when T2 was a letter (larger AB when T1 was
a digit), but no effect (F � 1) when T2 was a digit. There
was no main effect of T2 modality (F � 1), but there was
a signif icant main effect of T1 modality [F(1,39) �
34.87, MSe � 421.88, p � .001], and a significant T1
modality � T2 modality interaction [F(1,39) � 31.77,
MSe � 747.87, p � .001], which resulted in part from the
particularly large AB observed in the VV condition and
the particularly strong reverse effect (i.e., priming at
short T1–T2 intervals) in the AV condition. Interestingly,
all of the interactions, including at least one modality
variable and at least one class variable, were nonsignifi-
cant (all ps � .10), suggesting that the effect of target
class had similar effects on the AB magnitude across the
modality conditions.

T1 Accuracy
Figure 3 shows mean T1 accuracy (% correct) as a

function of modality combination, letter/digit combina-
tion, and T1–T2 interval. All trials were examined except
those where T1 and T2 had the same identity as above.
Responses were again scored as correct even if they were
entered in the order opposite to their presentation (i.e., T2
response followed by the correct T1 response).

Repeated measures ANOVAs were also performed on
T1 accuracy rates to examine the effects of T1 class, T2
class, and T1–T2 interval separately for each of the four
modality conditions. When both targets were visual (VV,
Figure 3A) the analysis showed a main effect of T1 class
[F(1,39) � 15.77, MSe � 739.04, p � .001], and a main
effect of T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 3.30, MSe � 144.53,
p � .05]. T1 accuracy was lower overall when T1 was a
letter and at short T1–T2 intervals. However, the non-
signif icant T1 class � T1–T2 interval interaction
[F(3,117) � 1.61, MSe � 192.43, p � .19], provided ev-
idence that the effect of the T1–T2 interval on T1 per-
formance was the same whether T1 was a letter or a digit.
The main effect of T2 class was significant [F(1,39) �
4.40, MSe � 207.44, p � .05], due to slightly higher T1
accuracy when T2 was a digit. T2 class interacted with
T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 6.05, MSe � 200.61, p �
.001], which reflected decreased T1 accuracy at short
T1–T2 intervals when T2 was a digit, but increased T1
accuracy at short T1–T2 intervals when T2 was a letter.
T2 class did not enter into a three-way interaction with
T1 class and T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 1.47, MSe �
162.36, p � .22]. However, the T1 class � T2 class inter-
action was significant [F(1,39) � 40.39, MSe � 266.58,
p � .001], with T1 class having a stronger effect when
T2 was a digit. Planned one-way ANOVAs performed on
T1 accuracy rates for each letter/digit combination showed
a reliable effect of T1–T2 interval for three of the let-
ter/digit combinations ( p � .001 for DL, p � .01 for LD,
and p � .05 for DD combinations). In the LD and DD
conditions, T1 accuracy was reduced at short T1–T2 in-
tervals. However, in the DL condition T1 accuracy was
higher at shorter T1–T2 intervals. For the LL combination,
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accuracy did not change reliably across T1–T2 interval
( p � .38). These results suggest that T1 bore some of the
cost in the LD and DD conditions, and that the reduced
T2 accuracy in the DL condition may have resulted in
part from a tendency to “overperform” on the T1 digit
when the two appeared closely in time.

When T1 and T2 were both auditory (AA, Figure 3B),
a significant main effect of T1 class was again observed
[F(1,39) � 37.10, MSe � 1,450.97, p � .001], where T1
accuracy was lower overall when T1 was a letter. No
other main effects or interactions were found to be sig-
nificant. Overall T1 accuracy was not influenced by
T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 1.91, MSe � 153.42, p �
.13], and this was not modulated by T1 class [F(3,117) �
1.02, MSe � 122.55, p � .38], T2 class (F � 1), or their
interaction (F � 1). The main effect of T2 class was also
not significant [F(1,39) � 1.71, MSe � 155.53, p � .19],
and did not interact with T1–T2 interval (F � 1).

When T1 was auditory and T2 was visual (AV, Fig-
ure 3C), a significant main effect of T1 class was ob-
served [F(1,39) � 33.59, MSe � 1,015.42, p � .001],
where T1 accuracy was lower overall when T1 was a let-
ter. As with the AA modality condition, there were no
other main effects or interactions. Overall T1 accuracy
was not influenced by T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 1.93,
MSe � 146.40, p � .12], and this was not modulated by
T1 class (F � 1), T2 class (F � 1), or their interaction
(F � 1). The main effect of T2 class was not significant
[F(1,39) � 2.80, MSe � 304.54, p � .10], nor was the T1
class � T2 class interaction [F(1,39) � 1.51, MSe �
275.00, p � .22].

When T1 was visual and T2 was auditory (VA, Fig-
ure 3D), the analysis revealed a significant main effect of
T1 class [F(1,39) � 35.43, MSe � 551.78, p � .001],
where T1 accuracy was lower overall when T1 was a let-
ter than when T1 was a digit. There was a significant ef-

Figure 3. The group mean percentage of correct T1 responses as a function of target class, target modality, and T1–T2 in-
terval. Panel A contains means obtained when both targets were presented visually. Panel B contains means obtained when both
targets were presented auditorily. Panel C contains means obtained when T1 was presented auditorily and T2 was presented
visually. Panel D contains means obtained when T1 was presented visually and T2 was presented auditorily. Error bars repre-
sent the standard error for each cell mean.
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fect of T1–T2 interval overall [F(3,117) � 53.85, MSe �
174.96, p � .001], where T1 accuracy increased at short
T1–T2 intervals. T1 class and T1–T2 interval also pro-
duced a significant interaction [F(3,117) � 9.80, MSe �
170.69, p � .001], in that the increased T1 accuracy at
short T1–T2 intervals was more pronounced when T1 was
a letter. There was no main effect of T2 class [F(1,39) �
2.77, MSe � 160.03, p � .10], nor did T2 class interact
with T1-class [F(1,39) � 1.12, MSe � 148.30, p � .29],
or enter into a three-way interaction with T2 class and
T1–T2 interval [F(3,117) � 1.25, MSe � 157.80 p �
.29]. However, the T2 class � T1–T2 interval interaction
approached significance [F(3,117) � 2.65, MSe � 177.14,
p � .10], with T1–T2 interval having a slightly stronger
effect on T1 accuracy when T2 was a digit. Planned one-
way ANOVAs were performed on each letter/digit com-
bination and showed a reliable increase in T1 accuracy at
short T1–T2 intervals for all four letter/digit combina-
tions (all ps � .05).

DISCUSSION

Comparing the Letter/Digit Combinations
The present study examined the AB for all four possi-

ble combinations of letter and digit targets (LL, LD, DL,
DD), when presented among letter distractors, and com-
pared the T1 and T2 accuracy patterns within and across
visual, auditory, and cross-modal target conditions.

Across modality conditions, it was clear that the T2
class reliably influenced the magnitude of the AB, with
larger ABs when T2 was a letter than when T2 was a
digit. The mean AB magnitude showed an average AB
size of 11.0% for letter T2s and only 1.7% for digit T2s
across modality conditions (20.4% for letter T2s and
0.6% for digit T2s when the area method was used; see
Note 4). Furthermore, the larger AB for letter T2s was not
restricted to just one or two of the modality conditions
but was present in all four of the modality combinations
(including the VV condition). Although the robustness
of auditory and cross-modal ABs has previously been
called into question, in the present study, when one or
more targets was auditory, an AB was observed every
time T2 was a letter (with the exception of the LL con-
dition in the AV modality, and even here the priming ob-
served with digit T2s was not significant), such that five
out of six opportunities produced an AB. Furthermore,
no AB was observed whenever T2 was a digit (i.e., six
out of six opportunities produced no AB).

Across modality combinations, the categorical simi-
larity of T1 to the distractors also had a small effect on
the magnitude of the AB, with larger ABs when T1 was
a digit than when T1 was a letter (the opposite of the T2
pattern). Across modality conditions, the mean AB mag-
nitude was 8.4% when T1 was a digit and 4.3% when T1
was a letter (14.3% vs. 6.8%, respectively, with the area
method of estimating AB size). However, closer exami-
nation makes it clear that the effect of T1 class was re-
stricted to the case where T2 was a letter (i.e., larger AB

for DL condition than for LL condition), given that the
ABs were for the most part confined to these letter/digit
combinations. This interaction between T1 class and T2
class has two plausible explanations. One could argue
that T1 class should have an equal effect regardless of
T2 class, but that this could not be observed here given
the null AB for T2 digits. Alternately, one could argue
that the AB was larger in the DL condition than in the LL
condition because switching contributed to the perfor-
mance deficits in the DL condition, but not in the LL
condition. We examine each of these in turn.

In this experiment, identification of even the first tar-
get was difficult, and T1 accuracy did not approach ceil-
ing. T1 accuracy was higher for T1 digits (84.5%) than
for T1 letters (71.4%), suggesting that attention may
have been allocated to T1 more often or more fully when
T1 was a digit. If this were the case, and T1 received
more attentional processing when it was a digit, then it
would likely have led to less attentional resources being
available for T2, which would result in a larger AB. Ba-
sically, the idea here is that T1 must receive attentional
processing before there can be a bottleneck on atten-
tional processing for T2. At first, the notion of the eas-
ier T1 stimulus (the digit) demanding more attention
than the harder T1 stimulus (the letter) may seem counter
to previous work suggesting that the AB is larger when
the T1 task has lower accuracy (Seiffert & Di Lollo,
1997). However, the majority of studies analyzed by
Seiffert and Di Lollo were those where T1 clearly stood
out from the distractors by virtue of a feature (color),
easily capturing attention. Both views may be correct, in
that an ideal T1 (to produce an AB) may readily capture
attention and then require attentional processes for a
long duration. If the presentation of T1 does not capture
attention, no AB will be observed (so that more detectable
targets are more likely to produce an AB), but once at-
tention has been captured, the difficulty of the target dis-
crimination determines the duration of processing and
therefore predicts the size of the AB. According to this
logic, the DD condition should have had a larger AB than
the DL condition (just as the DL condition was larger
than the LL condition), but this effect could not be ob-
served for the DD and LD combinations because there
was no AB found for these conditions.

The second possibility is that the AB was larger in the
DL condition than in the LL condition because task switch-
ing contributed to the size of the AB in the DL condi-
tion. The participants may have been more prepared to
process a letter T2 than a digit T2 after just detecting a
T1 letter. According to this logic, the DL condition should
also have had a larger AB than the DD condition, but this
effect was not observed for the DD and LD combinations,
because there was no AB found for these conditions.
There is also some evidence in favor of this explanation,
given that very little �1 sparing was observed for the DL
combination relative to other letter/digit combinations,
and this would be expected, given that switching would
have maximal effects at the shortest target intervals.
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Thus, it is possible that the larger AB observed in the
DL versus the LL condition resulted from digit T1s being
more effective at producing the AB, due to the time to
switch from a digit T1 to a letter T2, or due to both of
these. However, what is important is not whether switch-
ing may or may not have had any effect, but that there is
a robust effect of T2 class that cannot be explained by
switching operations, and that this effect was observed in
visual, auditory, and cross-modal conditions.

Situating the Results
The larger AB observed for T2s that were from the

same category as the distractors is in agreement with the
results of Chun and Potter (1995), Isaak et al. (1999), and
Maki et al. (1997), who showed a larger visual AB when
the distractors were conceptually similar to the targets.
The present results also converge with those of Taylor
and Hamm (1997), who showed a larger visual AB when
subjects were asked to detect a T2 “0” (pronounced “oh”)
among the letter distractors, than when they were told to
detect the identical T2 “0” (pronounced “zero”) among
the letter distractors. However, the present results also
provide the first evidence suggesting that the importance
of T2’s categorical similarity to the distractors extends
to auditory and cross-modal presentations (at least for
digits among letters). We do not suggest that the use of
digit T2s among letter distractors can never lead to audi-
tory or cross-modal AB findings. However, we do sug-
gest that the nature of the T2 class with respect to the
distractor class modulates the magnitude of the AB for
all modalities, making it more or less difficult to observe
AB effects, and confounding the interpretation of Potter
et al.’s (1998) results.

Indeed, in the visual modality condition, although the
AB was reliably larger when T2 was a letter, a significant
AB was still observed for each letter/digit combination.
The ABs observed in the LD and DL conditions replicate
those of many previous visual AB studies where the T1 and
T2 stimulus categories and/or tasks have differed (e.g.,
Arnell & Jolicœur, 1999, Experiments 1, 2, and 4; Potter
et al., 1998, Experiment 4; Raymond et al., 1992, 1995;
Shapiro, Raymond, & Arnell, 1994). The ABs observed in
the visual LL and DD conditions replicate those of many
previous visual ABs studies where the stimulus categories
and tasks have been the same for T1 and T2 (e.g., Arnell &
Larson, 2002; Chun & Potter, 1995; Potter et al., 1998, Ex-
periments 1, 2, and 5; Soto-Faraco & Spence, 2002).

The presence of auditory and cross-modal ABs in the
DL condition replicates the results of Arnell and Jolicœur
(1999), and Potter et al. (1998, Experiment 4), who both
observed auditory and cross-modal ABs under condi-
tions where T1 was a digit and T2 was a letter, and dis-
tractors were letters. The presence of the DL cross-modal
ABs also fit nicely with behavioral and electrophysio-
logical data suggesting a postperceptual locus of the AB
(e.g., Shapiro, Driver, et al., 1997; Vogel et al., 1998),
and with recent electrophysiological evidence suggest-
ing that the identification of T1 can slow the identifica-

tion of an unmasked T2 from the same modality (Vogel
& Luck, 2002) or from a different modality (Arnell, He-
lion, et al., 2004).

The absence of auditory and cross-modal ABs for the
DD condition also replicates Potter et al. (1998), who
found no auditory AB for digit targets presented among
letter distractors (Experiment 6), no auditory AB for let-
ter targets presented among digit distractors (Experi-
ments 1, 2, and 5), and no cross-modal ABs for letter tar-
gets presented among digit distractors (Experiments 3
and 5).5 Soto-Faraco and Spence (2002) also observed
robust improvements in T2 accuracy at short T1–T2 in-
tervals in the AV condition when digit targets were pre-
sented among letter distractors, just as we observed here.

Potter et al. (1998) suggested that the AB-like effects
from the DL experiments of Arnell and Jolicœur (1999),
and Potter et al. (Experiment 4) were due to a switch of
task-set from T1 to T2, instead of instances of the AB.
They claimed that auditory and cross-modal AB-like ef-
fects would only be observed when a task-set switch is
required and that such effects will therefore be artifactual,
not true ABs. The present design discouraged prepara-
tory task-set switching because the participants knew
that the T1 and T2 modality and class were independent,
and varied unpredictably from target to target. However,
performance could have been influenced by bottom-up
switching driven by stimulus occurrence that biased pro-
cessing in favor of the T1 class (e.g., participants more
prepared to process a T2 letter than a T2 digit just after
processing a T1 letter). Following the logic of Potter
et al., such readiness changes could underlie the appar-
ent AB for the DL condition. If the AB-like effects in the
DL condition were artifacts of switching, one would also
expect AB-like effects (produced by task switching) in
the LD condition of the present experiment (where T1
and T2 class also differed) and no AB-like effects in the
LL condition (where T1 and T2 class were the same).
However, the reverse was found. No AB was observed in
the LD condition, and an AB was observed in the LL
condition.

Because we have all of the 2 (T1 letter/digit) � 2 (T2
letter/digit) cells filled, we can see that, at least in the
present study, the presence or absence of the auditory
and cross-modal AB is not dependent on whether T1 and
T2 come from the same or different classes. Instead, the
presence or absence of auditory and cross-modal AB is
modulated by whether T2 comes from the same or dif-
ferent alphanumeric class as the distractors. In Potter
et al. (1998), the presence or absence of a task switch
was always confounded with whether T2 was from the
same or different class (i.e., T2 was from the same class
as the distractors only in Experiment 4, where there was
also the potential for a task switch). Thus, it was unclear
whether task switching or T2 class was responsible, al-
though Potter et al. chose to focus on the task-set switch-
ing possibility. Of course it is likely that task-set switching
effects were more robust in Potter et al. (Experiment 4)
than they were here, given that their design encouraged
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such switching and the present one did not. Therefore, it
is certainly possible, and indeed quite likely, that the re-
sults of Potter et al. were influenced both by T2 category
and preparatory switch costs. Nonetheless, what is impor-
tant from the present experiment is that: (1) the present
results suggest that the alphanumeric class of T2 has large
effects on the magnitude of the AB, (2) these effects are
unconfounded by task switching, (3) the presence of
these effects provides an alternate explanation for the re-
sults of Potter et al., and (4) the results provide evidence
that auditory and cross-modal AB patterns cannot be dis-
missed as artifactual switch costs.

Soto-Faraco and Spence (2002) suggested that previous
cross-modal AB results may not only be artifacts of task-
set switching, but also artifacts of location switching, given
that visual and auditory targets are routinely presented so
that their perceived location differs. Indeed, when they
presented visual and auditory targets so that they ap-
peared to come from the same location, they observed
visual and auditory ABs, but no cross-modal ABs. How-
ever, there was no control condition or experiment where
the same visual and auditory stimuli were presented so
that their perceived location differed. Under Soto-Faraco
and Spence’s conditions, it is difficult to tell whether the
null cross-modal ABs resulted from use of the same lo-
cations, or an inability of the stimuli and/or tasks to pro-
duce cross-modal AB. In fact, their task required partic-
ipants to report the digits among letter distractors—the
same task that has produced null cross-modal results
here. Nonetheless, it was possible that the different per-
ceived location of visual and auditory targets could have
caused artifactual location switching effects in the pres-
ent experiment. Such effects, if present, should have
been observed whenever a location change was present
(i.e., for all VA and AV combinations, regardless of class
combination). However, no AB-like effects were observed
for the DD and LD combinations, or for the LL combi-
nation for the AV modality condition despite the differ-
ent locations, providing evidence that location switching
was not sufficient to produce AB-like effects. Instead,
robust T2 facilitation was observed at short T1–T2 in-
tervals for the AV modality, suggesting that the auditory
T1 provided a cue for the presence of the visual T2.
Therefore, both the absence of ABs for some of the let-
ter/digit combinations in the cross-modal conditions,
and the presence of robust facilitation at short T1–T2 in-
tervals argue against location switching explanations for
the observed cross-modal ABs.

The findings of a �1 sparing pattern and facilitation
at short T1–T2 intervals in the AV modality also provide
evidence against task switching or class readiness dif-
ferences from T1 to T2. In the present experiment, �1
sparing was observed in all conditions where T2 was
presented visually (except the DL combination in the vi-
sual modality where performance at the two shortest tar-
get intervals approximated chance levels, possibly ob-
scuring any �1 sparing), and was never present when T2
was presented auditorily. According to Potter et al. (1998),

the presence of �1 sparing can be taken as an indicator
of “true AB” that is uncontaminated by task-set switch-
ing, whereas the absence of �1 sparing suggests that the
observed dual-task costs result from task-set switching
in whole or in part. Although we do not agree that �1
sparing must be present in true AB, we do agree that the
presence of �1 sparing strongly suggests the presence
of true AB (i.e., although the absence of �1 sparing does
not tell us anything about the validity of the AB, its pres-
ence does suggest true AB). The presence of �1 sparing
patterns with visual T2s provides evidence that the par-
ticipants were not less prepared (for whatever reason) for
a visual T2 that immediately followed a T1 from a dif-
ferent class. If switching alphanumeric class was pres-
ent, then �1 sparing effects should not have been ob-
served for the DL and LD combinations, yet �1 sparing
patterns were observed for these combinations whenever
T2 was visual (with the exception of the DL combination
in the visual modality).

Comparing Modality Combinations
Overall, in the present study, the VV modality had the

largest AB, followed by the AA modality, and then the
cross-modality conditions. This same pattern was also
observed in the DL condition where the largest ABs
were observed (23% difference for VV, 20% difference
for AA, and approximately 10% difference for the cross-
modal conditions). Observing particularly large VV ABs
is not unusual (Arnell & Larson, 2002; Arnell, Trangsrud,
et al., 2004; Potter et al., 1998, Experiment 4), nor is the
finding of larger ABs for within-modality conditions
than for cross-modality conditions (Arnell & Larson,
2002; Arnell, Trangsrud, et al., 2004; Shulman & Hsieh,
1995). However, typically the AV modality condition has
produced larger ABs than the VA modality condition,
which is the opposite of the pattern here. Indeed, what
stands out as atypical among the results is the large T2 ac-
curacy facilitation present at short T1–T2 intervals in the
AV modality condition. Although an AB with �1 sparing
was observed in the DL condition, the other letter/digit
combinations from the AV modality showed higher accu-
racy at shorter target intervals, suggesting that the presence
of an auditory T1 cued the occurrence of a visual T2 pre-
sented soon after (a similar finding was also observed by
Soto-Faraco & Spence, 2002). However, participants did
not enhance their visual T2 performance at the expense
of the auditory T1. Auditory T1 performance in the AV
condition was not influenced by T1–T2 interval. There-
fore, at short target separations there was a costless prim-
ing of visual T2s by auditory T1s. This priming was also
observed in the VA modality condition where visual T1
accuracy increased at short target separations, suggesting
that the presence of an auditory T2 primed recently pre-
sented visual T1s (a similar finding was also observed by
Arnell & Duncan, 2002). Given that this priming was as
strong or stronger for the VA letter/digit combinations
that did not show an AB, the finding cannot explain the
VA ABs in the DL and LL conditions, and again repre-
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sents a costless priming of a visual target by an auditory
target. Auditory cues have been shown to successfully
cue the location in space of a subsequent visual target
(e.g., Spence & Driver, 1996). The present experiment,
as well as those of Arnell and Duncan (2002), and Soto-
Faraco and Spence (2002) were instances where T1 and
T2 modality were unpredictable in order, so they may
speak to the ability of an auditory event to cue a visual
event under conditions of temporal uncertainty. How-
ever, although auditory targets prime visual targets, they
do not prime other auditory targets (T1 accuracy was flat
across target intervals, and there was no �1 sparing for
T2 in the AA condition), nor do visual targets prime
other visual targets. Indeed, the only example of an ac-
curacy tradeoff was found in the VV condition where
preference was given to visual digits over visual letters
when the two were presented at short separations. This
may have also contributed to the lack of �1 sparing in
the DL condition of the visual modality.

The Nature of the Processing Limitations
The present results do not support the contention of

Potter et al. (1998) that true AB (unconfounded by task-
set switching) will be observed only when both targets
are presented visually. Nor do they support theories sug-
gesting that the AB results purely from confusion or pro-
cessing limitations in modality-specific short-term stores
(Duncan et al., 1997; Soto-Faraco & Spence, 2002).
However, the present results do agree with models sug-
gesting that there is competition among targets and dis-
tractors for prominence in working memory stores, and
that targets are more likely to lose this competition if they
are similar to distractors (Raymond et al., 1995; Shapiro
et al., 1994). The results are also consistent with central
two-stage processing bottleneck theories (Chun & Potter,
1995; Jolicœur, 1998, 1999; Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua,
1998). Bottleneck theories suggest a processing bottle-
neck on the entrance into a second stage of processing
where the fragile and fleeting representation of a target
becomes consolidated into a more permanent represen-
tation in working memory that can support conscious
awareness. While T1 is being consolidated, T2 must wait
until the bottleneck is freed while its representation de-
cays or is overwritten by subsequent stimuli.

An AB is observed when T2 is followed by a mask that
interrupts T2 processing (interruption masking), but not
when the mask is absent, or when a mask is presented at
the same time as T2 and makes T2 identification more
difficult (integration masking; Giesbrecht & Di Lollo,
1998). Brehaut, Enns, and Di Lollo (1999) postulated
that interruption masking of T2 is critical to producing the
AB because the representation of the mask is substituted
for the representation of T2 while the system is busy
processing T1. Under conditions of limited attention, this
“masking by object substitution” gives a bottom-up visual
representation of the mask, and a top-down re-entrant
representation of T2, with the latter being more likely to
be discounted (Di Lollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000). It is

possible that the substitution of T2 by trailing items is
more likely to occur when T2 and the mask are similar
physically, lexically, and/or categorically, but is less
likely when T2 is distinct from the distractors in one or
more of these regards, or is particularly salient, such as
one’s own name (Shapiro, Caldwell, & Sorensen, 1997).
In this manner, during T1 processing, T2 letters may be
more likely to be substituted for letter distractors than
are T2 digits, thereby increasing the magnitude of the
AB for T2 letters.

In addition to an amodal processing limitation, the
larger AB observed for within-modality conditions com-
pared with the cross-modality conditions also suggests
the existence of a within-modality processing limitation.
Such a pattern is consistent with several previous results,
and accounts proposing that the bottlenecked processing
limitations are sensitive to both central (amodal) and
within-modality and task constraints (Arnell & Duncan,
2002; Arnell & Larson, 2002; Arnell, Trangsrud, et al.,
2004). As suggested by Arnell and Duncan, when targets
are presented in the same modality, T2 is subject to within-
modality processing limitations (possibly competition in
modality-specific stores, as suggested by Shapiro et al.,
1994) and central processing limitations (possibly con-
solidation in amodal working memory, as suggested by
Jolicœur, 1998, and Jolicœur & Dell’Acqua, 1998), re-
sulting in a larger AB than that observed when targets
are presented cross-modally and T2 is subject only to
central processing limitations. Because within-modality
ABs result from both central and modality-specific pro-
cessing limitations, they can be observed even when cen-
tral processing demands are low. Because iconic mem-
ory is relatively brief and erased by a single backward
pattern mask, within-modality limitations may be easy
to observe in the visual modality condition where visual
items may be more prone to object substitution. How-
ever, auditory processing limitations may be difficult to
observe, given the relatively large capacity and long du-
ration of echoic memory. Furthermore, because cross-
modal AB is only influenced by central processing lim-
itations, the central task demands must be sufficiently
high to reveal these limitations, thus making cross-modal
AB particularly difficult to observe. In the present study,
use of T2 letters, which are harder to detect than T2 digits
among letter distractors, may have increased central task
demands, thereby prompting larger ABs for T2 letters.
Thus, cross-modal AB findings may be more difficult to
observe under conditions that reduce central processing
demands, and T2 class with respect to the distractor may
be influential in this regard.

Conclusions
The results of Potter et al. (1998) showed AB patterns

for the visual, auditory, and cross-modal conditions when
a task-set switch was required from T1 to T2, but an AB
pattern only for the visual condition when no task-set
switch was required. As such, their results appeared to
provide good evidence that the auditory and cross-modal
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ABs observed in Arnell and Jolicœur (1999) and in other
studies (Duncan et al., 1997; Shulman & Hsieh, 1995)
were the result of task-set switching. However, in the
Potter et al. experiments, the presence or absence of task-
set switching was confounded with the nature of the T2
task and the alphanumeric class of T2 with respect to the
distractors. The present study unconfounded these fac-
tors and showed that the alphanumeric class of T2 had
large effects on the magnitude of the AB observed in all
modality combinations. Furthermore, the effect of T2
class could explain the pattern of results in the Potter
et al. studies without requiring a task-set switch expla-
nation of the auditory and cross-modal AB results. In
contrast to Potter et al.’s conclusion that the AB is uniquely
visual in nature, we conclude that there are both within-
modality and amodal processing limitations. We offer an
account of the present pattern of results that is consistent
with other recent behavioral and electrophysiological data,
by: (1) proposing the existence of both modality-specific
and amodal processing limitations, (2) situating the
amodal limitations in a two-stage bottleneck model (e.g.,
Jolicœur, 1998, 1999), and (3) suggesting that substitution
of T2 by the item that trails it is more effective when T2
and the mask are from the same alphanumeric class.
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NOTES

1. For the modality condition abbreviations, the first letter refers to
the modality of T1, and the second letter refers to the modality of T2.
Therefore, VV refers to conditions where both targets were presented
visually, AA to conditions where both targets were presented auditorily,
VA to conditions where T1 was visual and T2 was auditory, and AV to
conditions where T1 was auditory and T2 was visual. The LL, DD, DL,
and DL abbreviations are similar, except the first letter refers to whether
T1 was a letter or a digit and the second letter refers to whether T2 was
a letter or a digit.

2. Potter et al. (1998), and Arnell and Jolicœur (1999) did not present
visual and auditory stimuli in the same locations. Thus, different locations
were also used in the present study. However, the design of the study al-
lows us to look for effects of location switching, which, if present,

should be observed in the AV and VA modality conditions for all letter/
digit combinations. This is examined in the Discussion section.

3. Performance of about 40% likely indicates null sensitivity. There
are four alternatives, so chance for each buttonpress is 25%. However,
because participants made both a T1 and T2 response on each trial, and
their T2 response was scored as correct even if it was given as the T1
answer (to avoid order confusions masquerading as ABs), chance would
be 25% � 25% � 50%. This 50% value would indicate null sensitivity
too, but only T2 if participants always gave different responses for T1
and T2. However, sometimes participants gave the same response for T1
and T2 (e.g., said “J” for both), and on these trials they would have only
one chance to get T2 correct. For example, if a participant always gave
the same answer for T1 and T2, null sensitivity would be indicated by
25% since they effectively only have one response with a 1-in-4 chance.
Although we did not calculate the exact proportion of trials where our
participants made the same response for T1 and T2, it seems reasonable
to assume that they gave the same response for T1 and T2 on approxi-
mately 1/4 of the trials (given that T1 and T2 were the same on 1/4 of
all trials and they knew this). If this is indeed the case, null sensitivity
would be .75(.50) � .25(.25) � .4375 or approximately 44% correct
(where .75 represents the 3/4 of trials where they had a 50% chance of
being correct, and .25 represents the 1/4 of trials where they had a 25%
chance of being correct).

4. When a more typical area measure was used to estimate the AB
size (where T2 accuracy at the longest T1–T2 interval [560 msec] was
taken to be T2 baseline accuracy, and T2 accuracy at each of the three
shorter intervals [80, 160, 400 msec] was subtracted from the baseline
accuracy, and then the three resulting differences were summed), the
same pattern of results and significance was observed with the excep-
tion that the effect of T1 class was not significant ( p � .05).

5. Both the digit target among letter distractors and letter targets
among digit distractor experiments from Potter et al. (1998) are relevant
comparisons with the DD condition here, given that all are instances
where the task and set for T1 and T2 are the same, but the targets are
presented among distractors from a different alphanumeric class (i.e.,
digit targets among letters or letter targets among digits).
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revision accepted for publication December 1, 2003.)
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